Hi Michelle,

We don't do the Accelerated A.A. anymore. We do have what is called a webinar in Health Information Tech classes and the teleconference that is used for sign language classes, internship classes...is that any help?

Donna

>>> Michelle Oja 10/21/09 2:05 PM >>>
Donna-

I'm on one of the accreditation subcommittees and I'm just wondering if there are any more modes of instruction that we offer. Pasted below is the list that I have.
I'm working on a reply to your email, but I'd like to take a day to make sure that I'm not missing anything. I'll send it to you tomorrow morning.
Thanks!

-Michelle

Different modes of instruction:
Accelerated A.A. (still?)
Hybrid
Independent study
Lab
Learning Communities
Lecture
Online
Service Learning
Short-term
Study abroad
Summer session
Weekend classes
Winter intersession (still?)
Work experience
Open-entry (CSI-075)